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A Chai r fo r
E very Pu r pos e
When you spend 90 percent of your time at work indoors, health and
well-being are a top priority—and an important strategy for recruiting
top talent. Our ergonomic, sustainable seating is grounded in research
that solves a problem organizations like yours deal with every day:
how to best support people while seated at work.
Very seating was born out of global design and science-led comfort.
It’s a multi-dimensional family with a broad application range, fresh
scope of color, essential ergonomics, and comfort—proving you value
your people and how they feel at work.
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VERY Co m fo rtab le
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The Very task chair offers personalized comfort for a variety of
seated activities. Its patented lumbar support, with asymmetrical
control and supportive mesh, enhances comfort to help people
stay productive. Easy-to-use adjustments let each person tune
the chair to fit their needs. Very seminar and conference chairs
provide intuitive recline and side-to side torsional flex to increase
mobility and comfort.
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V E RY V E RSATI L E
People accomplish a variety of tasks throughout the day. From simple comfort to
high ergonomic performance, there’s a Very chair for everyone, in a wide range of
environments. Users will appreciate versatility in function; designers will welcome visual
consistency throughout the building. The Very family features chairs for private offices,
conferencing, cafeterias, patient rooms, classrooms—and all points in between.
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V E RY
R es p o n si b l e
Try finding a task chair with as many ergonomic benefits—and up to 65
percent recycled content—that’s also 98 percent recyclable. Very seating
is easy on the environment and will surely support your organization’s
sustainability strategies. It’s BIFMA level® 3 certified, GREENGUARD®
GOLD certified, and may contribute toward LEED® credits. And, Haworth
is the only manufacturer to offer a takeback program that’s this simple:
At the end of the chair’s lifecycle, ship it to us and we’ll manage the
process for you, giving back what you covet most: time.
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V E RY S M A RT
Haworth collaborates with ergonomic research and development partners to understand the physical
relationship between a person and a seating surface. We apply this knowledge to create ergonomic and
comfortable solutions that best support people while seated at work.

featu r es &
s peci ficatio n s

Supportive Mesh
Supports the back while
providing breathability
and comfort.

Four-Dimensional
(4D) Arms (Optional)
To meet the size range of
users and their functional
needs, Very offers 4D arms
that are height-adjustable,
front-to-back adjustable,
width-adjustable, and
pivot. Also available are
height-adjustable arms,
fixed arms, and armless.

Asymmetrical Lumbar
(Optional) Only Haworth
offers a side-independent
asymmetrical lumbar
feature. This is the highest
performance available
in lumbar support.

Back Lock (Standard)
and Forward Tilt
(Optional) The back
lock is an important
feature for users who
are more comfortable
working in an upright
position. A forward
tilt of the seat pan
and back can support
users in task-intensive
applications while
encouraging a
healthy posture.

Tilt-Tension Adjustment
(Standard). Unrestricted
ability to adjust the tilt
tension based on user
preference in any position.
Pneumatic Seat-Height
Adjustment (Standard)
Accommodates a wide range
of users, adjusting 16-21."
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Seat-Depth
Adjustment (Standard)
3" sliding seat reduces
the pressure behind
the knees and does
not restrict blood flow,
encouraging circulation.

Task and Conference Bases

Casters or Glides

Headrest

Ganging

Tetro™ Back

Tablet Arms and Storage Racks

Stacking

Stools
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com
This brochure is printed on FSC® certified U2®:XG™ paper,
manufactured with electricity in the form of renewable
energy (wind, hydro, biogas) and contains a minimum
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC® is a global
benchmark for responsible forest management.
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